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2. DESCRIPTION OF THE COLLABORATIVE PROJECT 
 
The functional significance of the links between energy regulation and circadian timing system starts to be 
recognized. The circadian timing system allows physiological functions to cycle and be in phase with daily 
changes of the environment. This is of importance for metabolic health because altered circadian timing 
increases metabolic risks, such as obesity and diabetes. Daily rhythms of feeding/fasting and sleep/wake 
are timely controlled by the main circadian clock in the hypothalamic suprachiasmatic nuclei that is reset by 
light. Secondary clocks, including extra-suprachiasmatic brain regions and peripheral tissues like the white 
adipose tissue and the liver, are synchronized by the suprachiasmatic clock and can be influenced by 
various extracellular signals, such as those associated with food intake. 
Energy metabolism and food intake are regulated in the brain by a network of nuclei in the mediobasal 
hypothalamus (i.e., PVN, DMH, VMH, ARC) and brainstem (i.e., NTS and PB). Several neuropeptides have 
opposite actions on food intake and energy expenditure: NPY, AgRP and orexin (hypocretin) are orexigenic 
and energy-sparing effects while CART and αMSH are anorexigenic and stimulate energy expenditure. All 
brain structures linked to energy metabolism and listed above contain a putative clockwork. The circadian 
clockwork relies on feedback loops involving a set of clock genes such as Per1, Per2 and some nuclear 
receptors (e.g., Rev-erbα and Rorα). REV-ERBα plays a pivotal role in the circadian control of energy 
metabolism. In addition to its participation to the clockwork, it has been implicated in various peripheral 
metabolic pathways (e.g., metabolism of cholesterol and bile acid, as well as adipocyte differentiation).  
In the Strasbourg part of the project, the candidate will study Rev-erbα KO mice. These mice show mild 
hyperglycemia when fed with chow or high-fat diet, and even after food deprivation, suggesting impaired 
regulation by the brain. To test this hypothesis, we will investigate glucose production, glucose sensing and 
hypoglycemic counter-regulation in mice germline knock-out for Rev-erbα in comparison with mice bearing 
a genetic ablation of Rev-erbα only in the brain. We will also establish the daily patterns of hypothalamic 
and brainstem neuropeptides in these mice challenged with various nutritional conditions to get an 
integrated view of the impact of brain clockwork on the daily regulation of food intake and energy 
metabolism. 
In the Amsterdam part of the project, the candidate will use rats to study the role of Rev-erbα, with a focus 
on the brain and the liver. The daily rhythm of Rev-erbα expression will be studied in rats on different diets, 
as well as in animals that are forced to eat their diet or specific components of the diet during specific parts 
of the light/dark-cycle. In addition to these correlative experiments we will use hypothalamic micro-
injections with a specific Rev-erbα agonist to obtain functional data on the significance of Rev-erbα in the 
central control of energy metabolism. 
 
 
3. REQUIREMENTS FOR THE CANDIDATE 
 
The ideal candidate will have a strong background in neuroscience (master degree), preferably with 
experience in neuroendocrinology, chronobiology and/or energy metabolism. Preference will be given to 
candidates with experience of in vivo experiments with laboratory animals. 

 


